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FULLY UPDATED FOR 2015.From the minds at 4for4 Fantasy Football (http://www.4for4.com),

long known for their forecasting accuracy, comes the Daily Fantasy Playbook. Chris Raybon and

Josh Moore team up to bring you everything you need to know to get started making money in the

fastest growing sector in fantasy sports history.Winning in the NFL boils down to which team can

execute their weekly game plan better. The DNA for these gameplans is often established months,

even years, in advance, and is all contained inside perhaps the most sacred item in the NFL: the

playbook. Since knowing the playbook is a prerequisite to being able to successfully execute your

team's weekly game plan, studying it during the offseason is crucial, as there will be no time during

the weekly grind of the season.Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS) is very similar. Each DFS site (such as

FanDuel, DraftKings, Fantasy Aces, etc.) has a salary cap, and your goal is to assemble the highest

scoring group of players for that week only that fit within the cap. Therefore, each week you need a

game plan for constructing the best lineup given the matchups and player salaries. Most of your

time during the season is best spent researching players, analyzing salaries, keeping up with new

developments, and ultimately crafting lineups.But you'd better know your playbook too. Think of

your DFS playbook as a collection of strategies, philosophies, and overarching concepts that you

draw from throughout the season to create the best possible lineups each week and gain an edge

on the field.This book is divided up into two main parts: The Quickstart Guide is intended to get you

signed up, deposited and playing quickly. Think of it as a 10,000 foot view into ideal beginner game

selection and bankroll management. Weâ€™ll give you a blueprint to minimize risk while building

your bankroll and becoming familiar with the finer details of daily fantasy football.The Positional

Strategy Framework gets into the nuts and bolts of lineup creation, going position by position (QB,

RB, WR, TE, K, DEF) to answer the following questions:-How volatile is the position, and how does

this dictate how much salary we should allocate towards it?-Which statistic(s) are the most

relevant?-How do the different types of game situations influence the likelihood of scoring fantasy

points?-How can I extract value and construct winning lineups?
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As a subscriber to 4for4.com, I know what they bring to the table regarding fantasy football and,

specifically, Daily Fantasy Football. Over the last 3 seasons, I've used their website to go from a

novice to a profitable player in DFS. So, I was very excited to read their first book on the subject. I

wasn't disappointed! The book has tons of information for beginners, long-time players and those

like myself who fall somewhere in-between. It starts with the basics; choosing a DFS site, making

your initial deposit and deciding which games to play. It then gives you a very helpful "blueprint" for

bankroll management, which I personally think is the most important (and misunderstood) key to

becoming profitable in daily fantasy sports. The second part of the book breaks down positional

strategy with tons of data and analysis. For me, this is the most useful information I've seen

anywhere and I will be consulting it each week when I construct my lineups. I'm confident this will

take my game to another level and, for $2.99, it's an incredible bargain!

A follower and subscriber of these guys for the last couple years, I can say they are the best in the

biz. They have made me rethink everything I thought I knew about fantasy.....and now they unleash

this easy to follow, easy to read guide for Daily Fantasy, the next big thing. I consider myself a very

savvy fantasy enthusiast, and just when you think you got it figured out....these guys make you

better! Thanks fellas......

As a person who has played year long fantasy football leagues for a long time and was looking for



something different, I started to look into playing daily fantasy sports. I was very hesitant as to what

website to join, how to best approach being successful in DFS, and other questions that many

people new to DFS ask themselves. When I read this playbook, it had answered every single

question that I was asking myself when I was trying to construct my lineups each week. The 4for4

Football playbook is in-depth, precise as to what is best recommended when getting started with

DFS, and is a very easy read. It goes into great detail about flow of the game and how it affects

player selection, breakdown of strategy for each position, and so many other things that I would've

never considered myself. If you're new to DFS and want to be successful, this is a must add!

This is a fantastic option for fantasy footballers looking to get a leg up on the competition. It's

suitable for those just starting out, joining their very first fantasy league, and is also a great addition

to any expert fantasy player's arsenal of information. Chris and Josh know what they're talking

about, and the playbook is written in an engaging and accessible way. I highly recommend!

As a fantasy vet but a daily newbie, I hadn't a clue where to begin. I've had great success with 4for4

so I figured I couldn't go wrong with this. Everything you need to get started & made a small profit(

with small stakes) my 1st week. I look forward to bigger winnings as my bankroll increases.

This is a great read if you're looking to get started in playing daily fantasy football. It lays out a great

strategy and how to play and what games to play to get started. These guys are consistently ranked

among the most accurate rankers in fantasy football and this book is a great read for those that are

looking to get started and be successful.

Book looks like it would be great for newer players, but not too much insight or advanced info for

people who have been playing for a while
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